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Abstract. Formal verification of safety of interlocking systems and of
their configuration on a specific track layout is conceptually an easy task
for model checking. Systems that control large railway networks, how-
ever, are challenging due to state space explosion problems. A possible
way out is to adopt a compositional approach that allows safety of a
large system to be deduced from the formal verification of parts in which
the system has been properly decomposed. Two different approaches
have been proposed in this regard, differing for the decomposition as-
sumptions and for the adopted compositional verification techniques. In
this paper we compare the two approaches, discussing the differences,
but also showing how the different concepts behind them are essentially
equivalent, hence producing comparable benefits.

Keywords: Compositional Verification · Model Checking Railway · Rail-
way Interlocking Systems

1 Introduction

Railway signalling is one of the domains in which formal methods have been
applied in industry with multiple success stories since decades. In particular,
interlocking systems, that control the train movements inside a railway network,
called for a direct application of model checking, since required safety properties
can be conveniently expressed in temporal logic. These systems need to be con-
figured with application data that are closely related to the network layout in
terms of tracks, points, signals, etc. Formal verification aims to verify both the
generic algorithms for safe allocation of routes to trains, and the specific config-
uration for the network at hand, given by the application data. However, due to
the high number of variables involved, automatic verification of sufficiently large
networks typically incurs in combinatorial state space explosion [9].

State space explosion in model checking has been addressed by several tech-
niques, e.g., adopting abstraction techniques, that preserve the validity of model
checking results: the abstraction technique to be chosen typically depends on
the nature of the system. Indeed, interlocking systems typically exhibit a high
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degree of locality : if we consider a typical safety property desired for an inter-
locking system, e.g., that the same track element shall not be reserved by more
than one train at a time, it is likely that this property is not influenced by a
train moving on a distant, or parallel, track element. Locality of a safety prop-
erty can be exploited for verification purposes, so limiting the state space on
which to verify it, by abstracting away the said “movement of distant trains”.
This principle has been exploited in [26] to define domain-oriented optimisation
of the variable ordering in a BDD-based verification. Locality has been used
also for model slicing, as suggested in [9, 14, 13], where only the portion of the
model that has influence on the property to be verified (cone of influence) is
considered: this allows for a more efficient verification of the single property, at
the price of repeating the slicing and the verification for every property, and of
separately checking that this abstraction preserves property satisfaction.

Locality also enables the adoption of a compositional approach that sepa-
rately verifies portions of a network layout that are shown to be rather inde-
pendent by the said locality principle. The residual dependency between the
portions needs however to be properly addressed.

In [10, 18, 19, 8] a compositional verification approach based on dividing the
network layout into two (or more) portions has been proposed. Extra track
sections and signals are added at the border between two portions in order to
abstract in one portion the behaviour of the other one.

A different approach [15–17] has addressed the same issue by resorting to
the criteria for functional decomposition of interlocking systems as defined by
Belgian railways; these criteria address the control of large networks by dividing
the layout into subnetworks, each possibly controlled by separate interlocking
systems. The cited study has considered the very same criteria as efficient as
well as a basis for a compositional verification approach.

We were therefore interested in comparing the two compositional approaches.
Indeed, they appear at a first glance quite different both for the definition of pos-
sible decomposition procedure and for the formal verification machinery adopted.
The comparison presented in this paper shows in the end, instead, a high de-
gree of similarity, that strengthens the confidence on the actual applicability of
compositionality to attack formal verification of interlocking systems of large
networks.

The paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 introduces some necessary termi-
nology for interlocking systems. With reference to the two different approaches,
Sect. 3 describes “normal” formal verification of interlocking systems, while com-
positional reasoning is introduced in Sect. 4. Sect. 5 compares the two composi-
tional approaches and discusses the differences. Sect. 6 introduces a case study,
that has been useful to compare the methods, and which shows the advantages
of the compositional methods. A related work section (Sect. 7) and a concluding
section (Sect. 8) follow.
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2 Background

In this section we briefly introduce the main notions of interlocking systems: we
restrict to assumptions consistent with the European ETCS Level 2 resignalling
program, for which we refer to [24, 25] for a more detailed introduction, and to
Belgian signalling principles. Different terminology and assumptions are often
used as well, as can be found in most of the literature on interlocking systems
cited in this paper. We also take a simplified view, that is sufficient for our dis-
cussion, although ignoring some details of real systems.

A railway network consists of a number of track and track-side elements of
different types, of which we limit to consider linear sections, points, and sig-
nals. Fig. 1 shows an example railway network layout, introducing the graphic
representation of these elements:

– A linear section, identified with a magenta box in Fig. 1, is a track section
with up to two neighbours: one in the up end, and one in the down end. For
simplicity, in the following examples and figures, the up (down) direction is
assumed to be the left-to-right (right-to-left) direction.

– A point, identified with a red box in Fig. 1, can have up to three neighbours:
one at the stem, one at the plus end, and one at the minus end. The stem and
plus ends form the straight (main) path, and the stem and minus ends form
the branching (siding) path. A point can be switched between two positions:
PLUS and MINUS, selecting the main or siding paths, respectively.

– Linear sections and points are collectively called (train detection) sections,
as they are provided with train detection equipment used by the interlocking
system to detect the presence of trains.

– Along each linear section, up to two signals (one for each direction) can
be installed. Two signals, one for the up direction and one for the down
direction, are indicated in Fig. 1 using two green boxes. A signal can only be
seen in one direction and has two aspects (OPEN or CLOSED). In ETCS
Level 2, signals are actually virtual and their aspect is communicated to the
onboard computer via a radio network.

– A route, identified with a blue arrow in Fig. 1, is a path from a source signal
to a destination signal in the given railway network.

– By setting a route we denote the process of allocating the resources – i.e.,
sections, points, and signals – for the route, and then locking it exclusively
for only one train when the resources are allocated. When the train has left
all the sections of the allocated route, the route is free again, to be allocated
to another train.

Further examples of network layouts are deferred to Sect. 5.

Typical safety properties required of an interlocking system can be reduced
to the following generic safety conditions:

1. No collisions: Two trains must never occupy the same track section at the
same time.
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Route

Down signal

Up signal

Point

Linear section

Fig. 1: Railway network: track and track-side elements.

2. No derailments: A point must not be switched, while being occupied by a
train.

All required safety properties are expressed as generic conditions leading to
specific conditions for each specific case of a network. The No collisions property
is enforced by a mutually exclusive allocation of a route to a train asking for
it. Notice that considering such typical safety properties, a route defines the
maximal subset of elements whose status affects the safety property, that is, no
element outside a route, or, at most, two conflicting routes, can affect a safety
property for that route(s).

In this paper we focus on No collisions and No derailments safety properties.
Other properties, e.g., liveness, can be proven using both methods.

3 Formal verification by model checking

Interlocking systems called for a direct application of model checking, since re-
quired safety properties can be conveniently expressed in temporal logic. The
verification process based on model checking can be represented as in Fig. 2,
where dashed boxes represent artefacts related to a specific network topology:
typically, from the network layout a control table (aka interlocking table or ap-
plication data) is derived, that contains information about routes, their sections,
points and signals, their conditions for safe allocation, and their conflicts with
other routes. From this data, a behavioural model in the form of a transition
system is derived, according to realistic assumptions and principles of train move-
ments, that also follow specific national regulations.

The two derivation steps of a model from the network layout can be auto-
mated, but the generation of the control table may ask for a manual intervention
of signalling engineers to take into account specific physical constraints or other
peculiarities [11].
The network layout guides the instantiation of generic safety properties as well.
As usual, the model checker verifies whether the properties are satisfied by the
model, returning a diagnostic counterexample in the case they are not.
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Model
(Transition
System)

OK/
Counterexample

Model
checker

Train
movement
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Specific safety properties

• No collision
• No derailment

Generic safety properties

• No collision
• No derailment

Network layout

Control table

ID Src Dst Tracks Points Signals Conflicts

r_01 AU593 LU11 533 PM01U:p AXU533;TXU11 r_04;r_09;r_11;r_12;r_16;r_17;r_18

r_02 AU893 FU11 803 PM02U:m ACU803;CU11 r_05;r_06;r_07;r_09;r_11;r_15;r_16

r_03 AU894 GU11 804 ACU804;DCU11;ECU11 r_05;r_06;r_08;r_10

r_04 AXU594 LXU11 534 PM01U:m AU534;TXU11 r_01;r_09;r_11;r_12;r_15;r_17;r_18

r_05 CU11 ECU11 PM02U;PM03U;802 PM02U:p;PM03U:p;PM04U:m EU11;GU11 r_02;r_03;r_06;r_07;r_08;r_09;r_11;r_12;r_13;r_14

r_06 CU11 DCU11 PM02U;PM03U;801 PM02U:p;PM03U:m;PM04U:p DU11;GU11 r_02;r_03;r_05;r_07;r_09;r_10;r_11;r_12;r_13;r_14

r_07 CU11 ACU803 PM02U;803 PM02U:m AU893;FU11 r_02;r_05;r_06;r_09;r_11;r_12

r_08 DCU11 ACU804 PM04U;804 PM04U:p AU894;GU11 r_03;r_05;r_10;r_13;r_14

r_09 DU11 TXU11 PM03U;PM02U;083 PM02U:p;PM03U:m CU11;LU11;LXU11 r_01;r_02;r_04;r_05;r_06;r_07;r_11;r_12;r_13;r_14;r_15;r_16

r_10 ECU11 ACU804 PM04U;804 PM04U:m AU894;GU11 r_03;r_06;r_08;r_13;r_14

r_11 EU11 TXU11 PM03U;PM02U;083 PM02U:p;PM03U:p CU11;LU11;LXU11 r_01;r_02;r_04;r_05;r_06;r_07;r_09;r_12;r_13;r_14;r_15;r_16

r_12 FU11 TXU11 PM02U;083 PM02U:m CU11;LU11;LXU11 r_01;r_04;r_05;r_06;r_07;r_09;r_11;r_15;r_16

r_13 GU11 DU11 PM04U;801 PM02U:m;PM03U:m;PM04U:p DCU11 r_05;r_06;r_08;r_09;r_10;r_11;r_14

r_14 GU11 EU11 PM04U;802 PM02U:m;PM03U:p;PM04U:m ECU11 r_05;r_06;r_08;r_09;r_10;r_11;r_13

r_15 LU11 CU11 PM01U;083 PM01U:p DU11;EU11;FU11;TXU11 r_02;r_04;r_09;r_11;r_12;r_16;r_17;r_18

r_16 LXU11 CU11 PM01U;083 PM01U:m DU11;EU11;FU11;TXU11 r_01;r_02;r_09;r_11;r_12;r_15;r_17;r_18

r_17 TXU11 AXU533 PM01U;533 PM01U:p AU593;LU11 r_01;r_04;r_15;r_16;r_18

r_18 TXU11 AU534 PM01U;534 PM01U:m AXU594;LXU11 r_01;r_04;r_15;r_16;r_17
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Fig. 2: Monolithic verification process.

In this paper we consider two verification approaches that implement, with
a few differences, the process of Fig. 2.

3.1 The RobustRailS method

The RobustRailS verification method [22, 24, 25, 23] is based on a combination
of formal methods and a domain-specific language (DSL) to express network
diagrams and interlocking tables. A tool is provided by the RobustRailS envi-
ronment to transform the DSL description into the transition system model and
the required safety properties given as Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulae.

The RobustRailS tools can be used to verify the design of an interlocking
system in the following steps:

1. A DSL specification of the configuration data (a network layout and its
corresponding interlocking table) is constructed in the following order:

(a) first the network layout,

(b) and then the interlocking table (this is either done manually or generated
automatically from the network layout).

2. The static checker [12] verifies whether the configuration data is statically
well-formed according to the static semantics [24] of the DSL.

3. The generators instantiate a generic behavioural model and generic safety
properties with the well-formed configuration data to generate the model
input of the model checker and the safety properties.

4. The generated model instance is then checked against the generated proper-
ties by the bounded model checker, performing a k-induction proof.
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The static checking in step (2) is intended to catch errors in the network layout
and interlocking table, while the model checking in step (4) is intended to catch
safety violations in the control algorithm of the instantiated model.

The tool chain associated with the method has been implemented using the
RT-Tester framework [20, 21].

3.2 The Louvain method

The Louvain verification method [3] exploits a set of tools to automatically
verify safety properties on a railway interlocking system model generated from
the application data. The Louvain verification process can be described on the
basis of Fig. 2 and consists of the following steps:

1. Generate a model of the interlocking based on its application data.

2. Generate a model of the train and the safety properties applicable to a
specific network layout from the description of the topology of the network.

3. Combine the models of the interlocking with two instances of the train in a
SMV model and verify the properties with nuXmv.

4 Compositional verification

Fig. 3 represents a generic compositional verification method, in which a complex
network layout is divided into two or more subnetworks / components, and the
previous process is applied to each of them, including control table generation,
model generation, safety properties instantiation and model checking. A formal
proof allows to extend the model checking results obtained on the subnetworks
to the whole network: typically, if all the subnetworks satisfy the related safety
properties, then the full network satisfies its own ones.

Within both the RobustRailS and the Louvain methods a compositional ap-
proach that instantiates the process of Fig. 3 has been developed.

4.1 The RobustRailS compositional method

In [18, 19, 8, 10] a method for performing compositional verification in connection
with RobustRailS has been developed. It provides a general definition of allowed
network cuts that divide a network into multiple subnetworks. Using such a
network cut the compositional verification is done in the following steps:

1. Cut the network N into n subnetworks N1, . . . , Nn, applying allowed network
cuts.

2. For i = 1, . . . , n, use the RobustRailS tools verification steps described above
to create a model mi and properties φi and verify that mi satisfies φi.
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ID Src Dst Tracks Points Signals Conflicts

r_01 AU593 LU11 533 PM01U:p AXU533;TXU11 r_04;r_09;r_11;r_12;r_16;r_17;r_18

r_02 AU893 FU11 803 PM02U:m ACU803;CU11 r_05;r_06;r_07;r_09;r_11;r_15;r_16

r_03 AU894 GU11 804 ACU804;DCU11;ECU11 r_05;r_06;r_08;r_10

r_04 AXU594 LXU11 534 PM01U:m AU534;TXU11 r_01;r_09;r_11;r_12;r_15;r_17;r_18

r_05 CU11 ECU11 PM02U;PM03U;802 PM02U:p;PM03U:p;PM04U:m EU11;GU11 r_02;r_03;r_06;r_07;r_08;r_09;r_11;r_12;r_13;r_14

r_06 CU11 DCU11 PM02U;PM03U;801 PM02U:p;PM03U:m;PM04U:p DU11;GU11 r_02;r_03;r_05;r_07;r_09;r_10;r_11;r_12;r_13;r_14

r_07 CU11 ACU803 PM02U;803 PM02U:m AU893;FU11 r_02;r_05;r_06;r_09;r_11;r_12

r_08 DCU11 ACU804 PM04U;804 PM04U:p AU894;GU11 r_03;r_05;r_10;r_13;r_14

r_09 DU11 TXU11 PM03U;PM02U;083 PM02U:p;PM03U:m CU11;LU11;LXU11 r_01;r_02;r_04;r_05;r_06;r_07;r_11;r_12;r_13;r_14;r_15;r_16

r_10 ECU11 ACU804 PM04U;804 PM04U:m AU894;GU11 r_03;r_06;r_08;r_13;r_14

r_11 EU11 TXU11 PM03U;PM02U;083 PM02U:p;PM03U:p CU11;LU11;LXU11 r_01;r_02;r_04;r_05;r_06;r_07;r_09;r_12;r_13;r_14;r_15;r_16

r_12 FU11 TXU11 PM02U;083 PM02U:m CU11;LU11;LXU11 r_01;r_04;r_05;r_06;r_07;r_09;r_11;r_15;r_16

r_13 GU11 DU11 PM04U;801 PM02U:m;PM03U:m;PM04U:p DCU11 r_05;r_06;r_08;r_09;r_10;r_11;r_14

r_14 GU11 EU11 PM04U;802 PM02U:m;PM03U:p;PM04U:m ECU11 r_05;r_06;r_08;r_09;r_10;r_11;r_13

r_15 LU11 CU11 PM01U;083 PM01U:p DU11;EU11;FU11;TXU11 r_02;r_04;r_09;r_11;r_12;r_16;r_17;r_18

r_16 LXU11 CU11 PM01U;083 PM01U:m DU11;EU11;FU11;TXU11 r_01;r_02;r_09;r_11;r_12;r_15;r_17;r_18

r_17 TXU11 AXU533 PM01U;533 PM01U:p AU593;LU11 r_01;r_04;r_15;r_16;r_18

r_18 TXU11 AU534 PM01U;534 PM01U:m AXU594;LXU11 r_01;r_04;r_15;r_16;r_17

Generic safety properties

• No collision
• No derailment

Proof

Fig. 3: Compositional verification process.

The identification of the points where to cut a network is manual4, while a
tool has been developed to generate the two subnetwork descriptions from the
whole network and the identified cut points. Note that an interlocking system
controlling a subnetwork (e.g. a station) is connected to the rest of the railway
network by means of incoming/outcoming tracks, which are not under the control
of the interlocking. The RobustRailS method assumes that a subnetwork includes
at each of its connections with the outside a border section and a pair of signals:
an exit signal which is not controlled by the interlocking, since the authority to
exit the subnetwork area is not a responsibility of the interlocking, and an entry
signal under the control of the interlocking. In the RobustRailS compositional
method, a cut needs to add border track segment and signals in order to maintain
the previously mentioned assumptions for the subnetworks as well (as shown in
Fig. 4a, 4b). Under these assumptions, it is demonstrated that proving (by model
checking) safety of both subnetworks implies the safety of the full network [10].
The “Proof” box in Fig. 3 is therefore in this case an a priori proof.

4 The automatization of cut placements for RobustRailS tool is currently an under-
going activity.
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4.2 The Louvain compositional method

A compositional verification process has been introduced in the Louvain method
as well [15, 17]. The peculiar aspects of the Louvain compositional method can
be summarised as:

1. The decomposition of a network into subnetworks is guided by five different
decomposition patterns, inspired by the already adopted practice in Belgian
railways to divide the interlocking logic for a large station in several zones;

2. These patterns basically define mutual exclusion interface variables that
must be exchanged between the subnetworks in order to control the access
from one to the other;

3. A specific tool, named Component retriever, takes the network topology,
generates the components based on the said decomposition patterns, and
specifies their interfaces and binding properties (contracts). Those specifica-
tions are expressed in the OCRA input language (Othello) [5];

4. Compositional verification is obtained by an assume-guarantee approach,
supported by the OCRA framework [4]: the tool checks i) whether the con-
tracts concerning bounded subnetworks (two by two) are coherent with the
safety properties that their composite shall satisfy, and ii) that the exposed
contracts of each subnetwork are satisfied by their implementation (model in
SMV), according to the contracts-refinement proof system for component-
based systems proposed in [6].

5. In a third verification step, safety properties are verified on the SMV model
representing each subnetwork with the NuXmv model checker (Sect. 3.2).

The “Proof” box in Fig. 3 in this case refers to the contract verification by
OCRA, while the component verification activities are run employing nuXmv,
taking advantage of k-liveness and ic3 algorithms [7, 2] in order to verify LTL
properties on the components.

5 Comparison of the two methods

To discuss the details of each compositional method we refer to a simple example
station shown in Fig. 4.

Both methods decompose the station into two components (A and B, respec-
tively left and right) with a similar cut. The two models differ in the way the
interactions between the components are managed. On one hand, RobustRailS
adds linear sections and signals to abstract the other part of the network. On
the other hand, Louvain retrieves and uses mutual exclusion variables (called
BSP variables) already defined in the interlockings in order to define binding
properties between subnetworks.

Let us consider the simple network of Fig. 4a, where the drawing represents
the network layout in terms of tracks, points and signals. Two tracks converge
from the left on a single track (up direction), and symmetrically from the right
(down direction).
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(b) RobustRailS cut implementation.
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(c) Louvain cut implementation.

Fig. 4: Cut methods.

The coloured arrows represent the routes that make possible to reach the
central track t1 from the left and the right. Obviously, routes rA1 and rA2 are
in conflict with routes rB1 and rB2 to gain access to the central track. The
No-collision property reads as “No two trains can enter track t1 together” and
t1 is actually a shared resource with mutually exclusive access by the trains.
The interlocking system guarantees the property by granting only one of the
conflicting routes to be allocated to a train, and communicating this to the trains
by means of signals at the beginning of the routes (SrA1, SrA2, SrB1, SrB2 for
rA1, rA2, rB1, rB2 respectively).

When applying a decomposition that cuts the network into two symmetri-
cal halves A and B, the two halves are managed as if they were controlled by
two different interlocking systems. Hence, mutual exclusion on t1 is distributed
among the two halves.

The definition of cut5 given by the RobustRailS method includes t1 in both
subnetworks and adds the signals AA and AB to A and B subnetworks, respec-
tively (Fig. 4b); focusing on A, the extra signal adds a route rB from AA to

5 Note that the operated cut is the one defined in [19], which slightly differs from the
single cut defined in [10], since the t1 section is present in both subnetworks. The
compositionality proof of [10] covers this case as well.
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SA, that abstracts all the previously incoming routes in down direction in the
full network, namely rB1 and rB2. The same holds symmetrically for B.

The Louvain method instead addresses the problem by recurring to a mecha-
nism already adopted for communication between interlocking systems control-
ling shared tracks, that is, interface variables. In Fig. 4c it can be seen that two
interface variables BSP A and BSP B exist: the former communicates to the
B half the reservation of t1 as seen from A, and vice versa for the latter.

In the RobustRailS method, in order to open signal SrA1 in the A sub-
network, the route rA1 (from SrA1 to SB) should successfully go through the
states ALLOCATING and LOCKED, which is not possible if the conflicting
route rB from AA to SA (that abstracts rB1 and rB2) is in one of the states
ALLOCATING, LOCKED or OCCUPIED. This means that if SrA1 is OPEN,
AA is CLOSED (as AA being OPEN would require that the conflicting route
rB is LOCKED). This is guaranteed by model checking the A subnetwork. The
same occurs symmetrically for the subnetwork B.

In the Louvain method, the two halves have each a copy of the BSP variables.
The contract between the two halves is that whenever the A half allocates a route
to t1 (such as rA1), opening the corresponding signal SrA1, the output variable
BSP A is false and the input variable BSP B is true (B is not allowing a train to
t1), and vice versa for the half B. Each subnetwork is then individually checked to
guarantee this property. The proper implementation of the shared BSP variables
in each subnetwork (model) prevents train collisions on the shared track t1.

We can therefore observe that in the RobustRailS method, the added signals
AA and AB play the role of the variables BSP A and BSP B of the Louvain
method, respectively.

We can conclude therefore that the two methods are equivalent for the con-
sidered cut6. Similar arguments can be used to show that this holds also for the
other four decomposition patterns considered by the Louvain method. We claim
that different decomposition patterns, addressed by the RobustRailS method,
that have not been considered by the Louvain one, could be expressed by means
of interface variables and contracts according to the latter by properly mimicking
the added RobustRailS signals with interface mutual exclusion variables.

The two verification methods are different in the sense that while the Lou-
vain one builds on the adoption of established compositional model checking
techniques and tools, applied to the specific problem, the RobustRailS approach
has been tailored in its very definition to the specific problem, hence it is a do-
main dependent solution: this is apparent in the fact that in the former contracts
are established for each interface between two components, while in the latter
the interface models are built by adding extra railway elements.

6 Case study: La Louvière-Sud

We develop further our comparison by applying the two methods on a common
case study, with the main aim to confirm the advantages of compositionality in

6 The formal equivalence of the two presented methods is out of scope of this paper.
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both frameworks. Our case study concerns a real railway network: a portion of La
Louvière-Sud in Belgium, which was already decomposed into three subnetworks,
namely LVR1, LVR7 and LVR9 represented in Fig. 57.

LVR9 LVR7A

LVR1

LVR7B531
532

041
042

975
976

533
534

542
543
544

LVR7

803
804

La Louvière-Sud
- Haine-St-Pierre

Leval - Binche

Piéton station

Piéton - Left Piéton - Right

Fig. 5: La Louvière-Sud: topology of the verified components.

LVR1 and LVR9 are small and have a limited number of routes (18), so it
is expected that for both methods they can be verified without recurring to
decomposition. On the other hand, LVR7, the Piéton station represented in
Fig. 6, has three main line platforms, a marshalling yard with two tracks, and
contains many routes. So we will investigate how a decomposition of LVR7 can
help the verification.

In the following subsection we describe how LVR7 can be decomposed using
the two methods.
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Fig. 6: Piéton station scheme represented according to the RobustRailS con-
ventions: sections (plain label), points (red label) and signals (bold label). In
particular the scheme includes the pair of signals at the borders.

7 The models are available at https://github.com/gorigloria/compositionalverificationmodels
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Fig. 7: RobustRailS method: decomposition of Piéton station into two parts.
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Fig. 8: Louvain method: decomposition of Piéton station into two parts.

6.1 Decomposition of LVR7 - Piéton station

Fig. 6 shows the Piéton station scheme represented according to the RobustRailS
conventions.

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the two subnetworks, obtained using the two de-
composition methods. Note that they are slightly different. In the RobustRailS
model, the signals added to abstract respectively the right (the left) component
are AIX542, AI543, AIY544 (AI542, AIX543, AI544). Fig. 8 shows the decom-
position according to the Louvain method, that was part of the work for the
Christophe Limbrée’s PhD thesis [17]. Note that only one kind of interface vari-
able appears, out of the five kinds identified in the Louvain method [17]. The
cut is, in fact, managed using the BSI mutual exclusion variables. The network
modelled with the Louvain method relies on extensions of track-side equipment
previously described in Sect. 2: in particular, the network has points with more
than one branch and it uses sectioning points, i.e., points with an associated
signal (see points 36M and 14M in Fig. 8). These extensions have been modelled
with the RobustRailS methods as follows:

– Points with more than one branch have been splitted into multiple points;
– Sectioning points have been modelled as follows: 1) sectioning points have

been treated as simple points; 2) an additional linear section has been placed
adjacent to each sectioning point; 3) two signals, one for each direction, have
been added to the additional linear section.
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Another difference between the two methods is on the definition of routes. In the
RobustRailS framework, every route starts at a signal and ends at the following
one. This implies that no intermediate signal in the same travel direction is
crossed in any given route. In the Louvain model, a route starts at a signal and
ends on the destination track segment without crossing intermediate signals.

In the following subsections we report the experimentation results. The ex-
periments were executed on a server with the following system specifications:
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-1650 @ 3.6GHz, 125GB RAM, and running Linux
4.4.0-47.x86 64 kernel. The execution time was limited to 1 day in order to fit
with typically industrially acceptable times.

6.2 Verification results using the RobustRailS method

We have applied the RobustRailS method on LVR7 and its decomposed subnet-
works as well as on LVR1 and LVR9. The RobustRailS control table generator
allows for two options, one of which enforces the so-called flank protection, in
which points and signals not belonging to the route are properly set in order to
avoid hostile train movements into the route at an incident point. Table 1 reports
the results when flank protection is chosen for all the modelled components. It
can be seen that all networks were verifiable and that the time for verifying both
LVR7A and LVR7B is around three times faster than that for LVR7, while the
max needed memory usage (2083 MB) is around a third.

Table 1: Verification of the models for LVR1, LVR9, and LVR7 and LVR7’s
decomposed networks LVR7A and LVR7B using the RobustRailS tools.

ID Name Routes Time (s) Memory (MB)

LVR7 Piéton 48 2387 5467

LVR7A Piéton - Left 30 670 2083

LVR7B Piéton - Right 18 108 846

LVR1 Leval - Binche 18 38 413

LVR9 La Louvière-Sud - Haine-St-Pierre 18 33 415

6.3 Verification results using the Louvain method

Table 2 contains the verification metrics obtained by the OCRA/nuXmv tools
for all the networks, with the same server used for RobustRailS experiments.
The models of LVR1, LVR9, LVR7A and LVR7B were, as expected, verifiable,
but the verification of the monolithic model of Piéton (LVR7) had to be stopped
after one day, which is the maximal time considered to be feasible. The sum of
the verification times of the models of the two decomposed networks is 23.210 s
∼ 6.5 hours, which shows that the decomposition not only made the verification
feasible, but also fast (compared to more than one day). We highlight the small
amount of memory occupied by the verification tasks.
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Table 2: Verification of the models for LVR1, LVR9 and LVR7 and LVR7’s
decomposed networks LVR7A and LVR7B using the Louvain method.

ID Name Routes
Time (s)

Memory (MB)
OCRA nuXmv Total

LVR7 Piéton 48 Not feasible -

LVR7A Piéton - Left 30 15673 1997 17670 152

LVR7B Piéton - Right 18 4791 749 5540 125

LVR1 Leval - Binche 18 287 245 532 48

LVR9 La Louvière-Sud - Haine-St-Pierre 18 3407 59 3466 81

6.4 Discussion

The shown performance figures are not meant to support an efficiency com-
parison between the two methods: indeed the actual verification performance
depends on many factors that differ in the two methods. However, the figures on
models LVR7, LVR7A and LVR7B clearly show the advantages given by com-
positional verification in both methods. Moreover, one interesting thing can be
observed if we compare the verification times for all the networks: while the
ones by the Louvain tools is generally 15-50 times longer than those by the
RobustRailS tools, the time for the LVR9 component is of the order of 100
times longer. This can be explained by the fact that LVR9 is a simple junc-
tion that has few routes and a low internal complexity, but that connects with
different components through several interfaces: the Louvain method requires
to separately check the component w.r.t. all contracts related to the interfaces;
the RobustRailS method takes the proof of compliance between components as
granted once for all – when the added border sections and signals comply with
the standard format (compliance assured by the static analysis engine included
in RT-Tester).

Another main difference between the two methods is on the decomposition
technique. On one hand, cuts are manually applied to a network for the Robust-
RailS method. On the other hand, Louvain method exploits automatic decom-
position starting from the existing description of the network layout, which in
turn is automatically generated from their application data. The automatic de-
composition performed by Louvain method requires a couple of minutes, hence it
can be neglected. The manual decomposition performed by RobustRailS method
requires more time, but it is limited and feasible as the number of rules for cuts
is low. Furthermore, for RobustRailS method, the implementation of automatic
cuts is currently in progress.

7 Related work

We have already reported in the introduction how locality exhibited by inter-
locking systems has been exploited in different approaches aimed to optimise
verification by model checking of large station layouts [26, 9, 14, 13, 1]. Still, in
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those approaches the verification process considers the full interlocking system
defined over the full station layout.

The two approaches discussed in this paper are, at the best of our knowledge,
the only ones that address verification of interlocking of large networks by de-
composing the layout in smaller components and formally deduce safety of the
whole from the safety verification of the parts.

Regarding a comparison of different formal verification methods of interlock-
ing systems, not addressing compositionality, we can cite [11].

8 Conclusions

We have compared two different compositional approaches to address state space
explosion in formal verification of railway interlocking systems: the RobustRailS
compositional method and the Louvain compositional method. We made a com-
parison of methodological elements at a conceptual level rather than comparing
concrete performance metrics of the two methods as they use different verifi-
cation tools. The comparison revealed that different concepts behind the two
methods are essentially equivalent when it comes to the division of the network
of an interlocking system into two networks and the creation of interlocking
models for these and their interfaces. However, the two methods are different
in the sense that while the Louvain one builds on the adoption of established
compositional model checking techniques and tools, applied to the specific prob-
lem, the RobustRailS approach has been tailored in its very definition to the
specific problem, hence it is a domain dependent solution: this is apparent in the
fact that in the former contracts are established for each interface between two
components, while in the latter the interfaces are built by adding extra railway
elements. A major difference between the two verification methods is also the
amount of generated proof obligations: in both approaches, one must perform
component verification (prove safety of the interlocking models for the two de-
composed networks), however, for the Louvain compositional method there are
additional verification obligations: the verification of the contracts, i.e. the veri-
fication that each component satisfies all contracts related to its interfaces. For
the RobustRailS compositional method the soundness of the component verifica-
tion has been proved a priori (once-and-for-all). A case study demonstrated that
both methods had great benefits in terms of addressing state space explosion.

A further comparison of the RobustRailS method with the Louvain one could
be done by extending the reasoning shown in this paper to the other four kinds
of interface variable adopted in [17]. This extension is straightforward, due to
the similarity of the different cases, but the detailed study is left to future work.

As a final remark, we observe that verification of interlocking systems in the
end boils down to mutual exclusion verification. Operating a cut in the network
typically distributes the mutual exclusion mechanisms over two or even more
components, whether such decomposition is physical, to exploit the advantages
of distributed computing, or logical, to remain in the low ends of the exponential
state space explosion in verification. To this respect, the presented reasonings
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may reveal useful in other domains where some notion of distributed mutual
exclusion may help verification of large systems.
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